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Abstract
The research activities in collaboration with Enzo Flaminio are summarized and discussed. The first experiment was the monochro-
matic K0L interactions in the 2m CERN hydrogen bubble chamber. The second was νµ and νµ in the BEBC bubble chamber filled
with deuterium: the main emphasis was on the determination of the νµN and νµN structure functions and on their dependence on
Q2 and x. We cooperated in the initial period of the MACRO experiment at Gran Sasso, in particular in the searches for magnetic
monopoles, neutrinos from gravitational stellar collapses and on oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos. Now we are cooperating in
the Antares neutrino telescope.
1. Introduction.
I met Enzo Flaminio long time ago in the US. We both per-
formed experiments with bubble chambers and with electronics
detectors and collaborated in several experiments using the two
techniques.
We started collaborating in an experiment with the 2m CERN
hydrogen bubble chamber, and made data compilations of the
results, and we continued the collaboration studying νµ and νµ
broad band beam interactions in the BEBC bubble chamber
filled with deuterium.
When the bubble chamber era was ending we proposed, built
and used the MACRO detector at the Gran Sasso underground
laboratory.
Now we are collaborating in the ANTARES neutrino tele-
scope in the Mediterranean sea [1].
2. Bubble Chambers.
The bubble chambers made their major contributions to par-
ticle physics from the 1950s until the 1980s [2, 3]. In Italy the
bubble chamber technique lead to a revival of fundamental re-
search in particle physics, with profitable cooperations between
Departments of Physics and Sections of INFN (the National In-
stitute for Nuclear and Subnuclear Physics). The CNAF-INFN
center in Bologna played a central coordinating role for precise
measurements and for central computing.
Large bubble chambers were built and run by experts in large
laboratories like CERN and used refined beams at accelerators
of increasing energy. These chambers were considered facili-
ties that could be used by many groups, and this increased the
number of international collaborations, with groups from dif-
ferent countries, about 20-50 physicists per experiment. The
role of large laboratories like CERN was always a central one
and the large CERN bubble chambers took tens of thousands
of stereoscopic pictures. Computer technology grew in parallel
with the increase in size and automation of the bubble cham-
bers. The installation of mainframe computing capacity was
driven by the demands of bubble-chamber physics.
Figure 1: The 2m CERN hydrogen bubble chamber.
The first experiment in collaboration with Flaminio was a
bubble chamber experiment with a monochromatic/dichromatic
K0L beam in the 2m CERN bubble chamber filled with liquid
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Figure 2: KOL experiment: Λpi cross sections. The dashed line is a fit to
all the data.
Figure 3: The 3.7m CERN BEBC. Notice the “body” of the chamber
being inserted and the “picket fence” of the external muon identifier.
BEBC was filled with H2, D2 or heavy liquids.
hydrogen, Fig. 1 [4, 5, 6]. The main purpose was to perform
experiments with K0L with precisions and statistical accuracies
typical of bubble chamber experiments using charged hadron
beams. Data were taken at 13 different incident K0L lab. mo-
menta in the range 300-800 MeV/c. The bubble chamber film
was scanned for a visible V0. The data concerned the strong
interaction channels :
K0L p → Λ
0pi+, → Σ0pi+, → Λ0pi+pi0, → K0s p (1)
Fig. 2 shows a compilation of cross sections for Λpi production,
including K0L p → Λ0pi+. The goals of the experiment were
reached and the data result were added to data compilations [6].
The second experiment was a major bubble chamber experi-
ment with the νµ and νµ broad band beams from the CERN SPS
in the BEBC 3.7 m bubble chamber filled with liquid deuterium,
see Fig. 3. More than 30000 interactions were measured [7-27].
Figure 4: νµd, νµd interactions in BEBC. Charged hadron multiplicity
distributions in the KNO form for different hadronic energies.
The first results concerned the multiplicity distributions of
charged hadrons produced in νµp, νµn, νµp, νµn Charge Current
(and also Neutral Current) interactions in the Eν lab. energy
range 5-150 GeV, corresponding to the produced hadronic en-
ergy range 2-14 GeV. The experimental distributions were an-
alyzed in terms of the binomial distribution in the KNO form,
showing also the validity of KNO scaling, Fig. 4. (Fig. 4,
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are only meant to give examples of the topics
studied and of the statistical precisions obtained.). The mea-
sured CC interactions were used to obtain the complete set of
structure functions on protons and neutrons and the x and Q2
dependences of the structure functions of up and down valence
quarks and antiquarks; finally a QCD analysis yielded the four
non singlet structure functions xFνN3 , xuv, xdv and F
νn
2 F
νp
2 , see
Fig. 5.
The NC chiral coupling constants were also measured in neu-
trino and antineutrino interactions on protons and neutrons, see
Fig. 6 (Assuming ρ=1 we obtained the corrisponding value of
sin2θW=0.247±0.018±0.023).
Among the other subjects attacked there were fragmentation
studies of νµp, νµn, νµp and νµn CC interactions, analyses of
specific exclusive channels, analyses of the transverse momenta
distributions and also a search for fractionally charged particles
which could have been produced in (anti)neutrino-deuterium
interactions.
3. The MACRO experiment at Gran Sasso.
Fig. 6 gives a global view of the MACRO detector in the
underground hall B of the Gran Sasso lab. The experiment was
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Figure 5: a) b) x and Q2 dependence of the xuv and xdv structure func-
tions. The curves represent the results of the QCD fits obtained with
W2 >3 GeV2, using Fvn2 /2 and F
vp
2 /2 for x > 0, 4.
made of 6 supermodules, each with a lower and an upper part
(the Attico, which contained the electronics). It was made with
3 horizontal layers of liquid scintillators for timing and 14 lay-
ers of limited streamer tubes for tracking; it was covered on all
sides by one layer of liquid scintillators and 6 layers of limited
streamer tubes to make a closed box. It also had 1 horizontal
and 1 vertical layer of Nuclear Track Detectors [28].
This multipurpose experiment was planned for atmospheric
muon studies, searches for GUT monopoles, nuclearites and for
antineutrinos from stellar collapses, studies of atmospheric νµ
oscillations, and others [28-35]. Flaminio participated in the
proposal, in the general planning, in the construction of the
first lower supermodule and the first running period. Fig. 7
shows a photocopy of the proposal concerning the status of neu-
trino oscillation searches and the limits existing in 1984, and a
statement on where MACRO would contribute, the dashed re-
gion in Fig. 7 [35]: it was exactly there that MACRO found
the atmospheric neutrino oscillations. This was the major dis-
covery of MACRO and the final parameters of the oscillations
are ∆m223=2.3 · 10−3 eV2 , sin22θ23=1 [29], well in agree-
ment with the results of other experiments (Soudan2 and Su-
perkamiokande, and later the long baseline experiments KeK
and Minos). The world averages are now 2.4 · 10−3 eV2 and
maximal mixing, t.i. sin22θ23 ≃ 1, respectively [36]. The agree-
ment among the different experiments is well inside their statis-
tical and systematic uncertainties.
The other major results of Macro concerned the points dis-
cussed at the beginning of the previous paragraph and may be
found in Ref. [30-34].
4. Conclusions. Perspectives.
The bubble chamber experiments recalled above contributed
to our present understanding of the microworld [36].
Selected bubble chamber pictures provided an intuitive view
of particle physics phenomena and proved that our field is based
Figure 6: Left handed, u2L vs d2L, and right handed, u2R vs d2R, coupling
constants. The one standard deviation contours correspond to our data.
The lines correspond to the electroweak model predictions as a func-
tion of sin2θW .
on simple and intelligibile experimental facts [27].
The relatively new field of astroparticle physics started see-
ing some new phenomena, like the discovery of neutrino os-
cillations [29], that could open the door to Physics Beyond the
Standard Model of Particle Physics.
The collaboration with Enzo Flaminio is continuing using
neutrino telescopes [1, 37, 38].
It was and it is a pleasure to collaborate with Enzo and I
hope that this continues for ... a long time!
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